How come that women are able to slay our mighty heroes? It is unimaginable on
earth. The two mighty brothers Dhurmadha and Kurunda were invincible in battle
and yet mere women have slain them*. Ha'. 0 Kutilaksha! Send now a hundred
akshouhinis led simultaneously by our five great and courageous commanders
Karangka and others. They will be able to defeat her easily."
Kutilaskha accordingly sent for the five commandants and bade them lead a
hundred akshouhinis against Lalita*s hosts. The dust and din raised by the hundred
akshouhinis can scarcely be imagined. The engravings of fishes, snakes, etc., on
the many standards (flags) carried by the armies made the whole scene appear like
unto a muddy ocean with fishes, snakes, etc. floating on top.
Seeing the marching of the hundred akshouhinis under the leadership of the
five great commanders Karangka, Kakavasita, Vajradanta, Vajramukha and
Vajraloma, the heavens trembled ig fear and wondered how Lalitamba's Shakti-hosts
would be able to deal with them. They all remembered how the devata-hosts had
last been routed by this same Karangka and his colleagues who had used the Mayavic
and mysterious power of Sarpini to bring about the birth of Rana Sambari. The
latter in turn had excelled as Dhumravarna, Dhumroshti, Dhumra Lamba payodhara
and Mahadhadhi Gambhira Kuharodhara had brought forth crores and crores of
snakes, even like unto Kadruva herself; and Indra remembered how his devata hosts
had been defeated with the help of such mayavic and poisonous snakes.
Each excelling the other in prowess the five great chiefs marched their hundred
akshouhinis dauntlessly into the ranks of the Shakti-hosts, when, for a moment all
was hidden amidst the dust that had been raised. As the dust settled and cleared a
little, the result of the initial melee and the clash of weapons became visible.
Elephants and horses moved in streams of blood, chariots clambered over mountains
of flesh, fresh hair of the Shakti hosts mingled with the blood from wounds and
gashes. For a while, it was difficult to guage the strength of either side. Suddenly,
however, Karangka and his colleagues bethought themselves of their earlier victory
against the devatas by means of Sarpini Maya. They once again repeated the same
manoeuvre. Soon, Sarprini appeared on the battle-field and brought forth crores
and crores of dangerously-poisonous snakes like unto Ruksha, Karkotaka, Kakshaka,
Vasuki and each with many hoods and fearful fangs capable of ejecting virulent
poisons like Kalakuta, Saurashtra, Ghoravatsa and bringing forth flames through
their virulence and thus burning the Shakti-hosts without mercy.
From the two eyes of Sarpini were born crores of snakes, each with a pair of
hoods and resembling black nimbus clouds. They fell upon the Shakti-hosts and
spread their venoms. From the mouth of Sarpini also sprang miriads of brown snakes-,-
with four hoods each. Out of the nostrils of Sarpini there came forth countless
three-hooded yellow snakes. Emerging from the ear-holes of Sarpini were snakes
of fearful mien. Out of the navel emerged blood-coloured snakes vomiting hala-
hala over the Shakti hosts who incessantly shot arrows aimed at them. As one
snake was slain by the arrows, there arose many more in its place through Maya;
and thus, very soon, the entire battle-field was teeming with venomous snakes.
The sight was simply unbelievable . The Shakti-hosts were unable to escape from

